But another form of intimate history, now no less popular than autobiographical reminiscence of other people, will be more difficult to appraise. Its essence is anonymity, pessimism, iconoclasm. And if Juniu• is documentary evidence in one age, why not, in another, "A Gentleman with a Duster", who "became famous in twenty-four hours"?
The Mirrors of Downing Street has run through twelve editions in Great Britain alone. It is brilliant, savage, shocking. The disillusion that it breathes exactly suits • the days of disenchantment in England and distrust in America. It washes enough dirty linen to be sensational, and claims a moral excuse for publication which makes men feel that dirty linen ought to be washed. It makes new statements of fact which, though undocumented by even the writer's name, have often every appearance of verisimilitude. Its innuendos are almost always skilful. The "Gentleman with a Duster" gravely apologizes that "inspired by a pure purpose, I might very easily have said far more than I have said" He was evidently behind the scenes; and while he chooses to remain just a "Gentleman with a Duster" it is not for us, but for the more cautious of our successors, to decide just how far behind the scenes he was.
If this book stood alone it might well have been treated, perhaps amiably, certainly not too gravely, as the reaction of the sight of aftermath upon a war worker. The author has been frequently likened by the reviewers to the Lytton $trachey of Eminent Victorians. The parallel seems superficial, for Mr. Strachey's opinions of Cardinal Manning or Florence Nightingale are documented, however pungent, while "A Gentleman with a Duster" has chosen to put a tremendous strain upon credulity. The advantages and disadvantages of anonymity have been widely canvassed. It will seldom appeal to the historian unless distinguished by continuous practice and coldly-reasoning impartiality, neither of which desiderata has yet been met by postwar writers. But there are two graver charges of malversation (for legend-making is a public trust), to be preferred against our intimate iconoclasts. First, they emphasize failure, and failure is the most dangerous criterion imaginable in a comparison between "ins" and "outs". No great harm can come per se of the exaggeration of good qualities in the occasional idol whom they have spared or built. But all proportion vanishes at once when, against the exaggeration of good in a few, they set the exaggeraton of bad in very many. They are far too ready to select bad qualities about which to be cynical. They pander to the inverted snobbery of the vulgar, which is tickled by being assured that the best that the state can find to honour are just common clay. They cannot, it would seem, always keep themselves untarnished by the atmosphere they create, for one of them offers us nothing more discouraging in his diatribe than the spectacle of his own failure tol ive up to his introductory homily when, at the end of several pages of circumstantial evidence about the villainy that compassed Lord Haldane's fall, he does not name--although he almost claims omniscience on the subject--the cads who "now sun themselves in the prosperity of public approval". On the other hand, his real contributions to history are studies in success--a picture of Mr. Lloyd George persuading munitions magnates to pool their secrets, another of Mr. Churchill risking political ruin by mobilizing the Grand Fleet at Lord Fisher's insistence without waiting to consult the cabinet. The truth is that history is not made by pots calling kettles black. The only positive judgment of public character that is worth attention bases itself on the best that it can find to say, not the worst; on the achievement of the man, not upon his failure to be the superman. The great portrait-painter studies his subject in many moods, but the canvas shows but one--the strongest. It is not the master but the cartoonist who watches to catch his man in the looser moments for the sake of presenting to the public a design that matches his own conception or theirs, buff or blue. The result is in the first case the man, in the second a caricature. This is the second objection to the methods of the writers of histoire intime, namely, that they range themselves with the cartoonists. The pencils of F. C. G. or Max Beerbohm have become the pens of men with an "uncanny power of vivid phrasemaking". Concerned with the study not of normal people in normal times but of leaders burdened with unprecedented responsibilities, working under tremendous pressure, peculiarly susceptible to every kind of mental and physical reaction, the phrase-makers are trying to create legends by searching the occasional hour of relaxation for eccentricities and shortcomings in the common round of daily life. Triumphantly they catch the weary Titan off guard in his privacy, and think to prick thus the bubble of his public reputation.
The "Gentleman with a Duster" has made something of a fighting-ground of his assertion that Mr. Balfour's alleged indifference to servants is suitable and fair comment in an appraisal of his public career. Now the aphorism that "no man is a hero to his valet" is demonstrably far sounder than the proverb that "a prophet is not without honour save in his own country". The valet does not honour, not because he sees the intimate side of the man--(was Benjamin Disraeli no hero to Mary Wyndham Lewis ?)--but because he is a valet. The valet resents variety; he can seldom appreciate that the absence of personal eccentricity is far more likely to be a vice than a virtue; and he never stops acting to keep up appearances.
One obsessibn in particular may beset the valet of the public man. He may never reconcile himself to that public man's duty to give every ounce of the best that is in him to the public, and to his consequent 
